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Abstract: Multilevel relations, based on the current
multilevel secure (MLS) relational data models, can
present a user with information that is difficult to
interpret and may display an inconsistent outlook about
the views of other users. Such ambiguity is due to the
lack of a comprehensive method for asserting and
interpreting beliefs about lower level information. In
this paper we identify different beliefs that can be held
by higher level users about lower level information, and
we introduce the new concept of a mirage tuple. We
present a mechanism for asserting beliefs about all
accessible tuples, including lower level tuples. This
mechanism provides every user of an MLS database
with an unambiguous interpretation of all viewable
information and presents a consistent account of the
views at all levels below the user's level.
1 Introduction
In many business, military, medical, and other
environments, where multiple users share the same
database, some of the users have restricted access to
information from the database. For such databases,
security subsystems based on database security models
should be provided as a part of the DBMS [2]. The
multilevel secure (MLS) relational data model is one
such model. MLS databases can be used in many
environments that exhibit hierarchical propagation of
information. MLS models, such as Sea View [3],
Jajedia-Sandhu [6, 7], LDV [5], Smith-Winslett [12,
13], and MLR [10], are based on the classification of
the system elements, where classifications are
expressed by security levels. This concept was first
introduced by the Bell-LaPadula model [1]. In an MLS
database users and information are classified into one
of the security levels from the partially ordered set of
security levels H. A security level 11 ~ H dominates
security level 12 ~ H (stated as 11 > 12), if 11 is higher
than or on the same level as 12. A subject (user) can
read a certain object (data) only if the subject's
clearance level dominates the object's security level.
This property is called Bell-LaPadula simple property
(read from the same level or down, no read-up).
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Another restriction on multilevel secure databases is

the star property (write to the same level or up, no
write-down) which states that a subject can write to an
object if the subject's clearance level is dominated by
the object's security level.
Different models define multilevel relations in
different ways. In one of the more typical approaches
adopted by many models [3, 6, 10], a multilevel
relation is defined by the multilevel relation schema R(
A 1, C 1. . . . . A n , C n, TC) where each A i is a data
attribute defined over domain D i, each A i has security
classification attribute C i defined over the set I-I, and
TC is the tuple-classification attribute also defined over
the set H. There is a set of relation instances RI( A1,
C 1. . . . .

A n, C n, TC), with one instance for each

security level l ~ H. Each instance is a set of distinct
tuples of the form (al, c 1..... a n, c n, tc) where tc is the
least upper bound of the classifications of the attributes
in the tuple.
This paper presents a new approach to the
interpretation of MLS databases.
We believe that
within an MLS database, every user should not only be
able to interpret the information on their own level, but
they should also be able to interpret the inlbrmation on
lower levels. Consequently, we also believe that a
higher level user should have insight into how a user
on a lower level interprets information on levels
dominated by both users, since they can have totally
different beliefs about the same information
The goal of this work is to provide the user with a
mechanism tbr asserting beliefs about lower level
information,
which
enables
an
unambiguous
interpretation of all information accessible to the user
and provides a consistent account of the views at all
levels dominated by the user. None of the existing
MLS relational data models has a mechanism /or
asserting beliefs in place, and none of them provides a
user with the beliefs of the lower level users. As a
result, they can allow information that is both visible
yet ambiguous to certain users. This problem is solved
by the approach presented in this paper.
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Motivation

Although substantial progress has been made in
making the MLS model complete, secure and
semantically sound, there is still ambiguity present in
the existing systems. Within any of the current MLS
models, it is not possible for a user to interpret all the
visible tuples.
Some visible tuples are fully
interpretable only when compared to other tuples, and
some visible tuples simply can not be adequately
interpreted. Consequently, it is even harder for a user
to understand the lower level user's interpretation of
the tuples. The following example illustrates the
problem.
We assume the environment in which security level
S dominates security level C, which dominates security
level U (S > C _> U). Consider the MLR model [10]
MLS relation:
Starships(Vessel Name, Objective, Destination)
shown in Figure 1. Attribute VesselName is the
primary key. Security levels are assigned to all the
value attributes, and to the tuple as a whole (TC). A
tuple is accessible to a user only if the user's security
level I dominates TC (l > TC).
In Figure 1, ti indicates the i-th tuple. For example
tl indicates the first tuple, and t5 indicates the fifth
tuple. In this example S level users can see all tuples tl
- t8. C level users can see tuples t4 - tS, and U level
users can see tuples t5 - t8. In particular, U and C level
users can not access the information about the starship
Avenger. The information about Voyager on the U
level is not completely accurate. Instead, U level users
are given a cover story [6, 11, 13] that hides the real
objective of the Voyager's mission. A false objective
"Training" is given instead of the real objective
"Spying".
Figure 1: MLS relation Starships.
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"Read" access of the MLS relation in Figure 1 is
secure at any level, since the Bell-LaPadula simple
property is satisfied. However, there is a certain level
of ambiguity associated with the interpretation of the
information contained within the relation.
To
illustrate, suppose an S level user is aware of the fact
that starship Falcon does not exist. In that case, the
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insertion of t7 by a U level user could have been caused
by a number of reasons. For example, an innocent
error by a U level user, a malicious attempt by a U level
user in order to provoke a reaction from a higher level,
or a deliberate intention of making U level users believe
that the number of starships in the starfleet is higher
than the actual number (perhaps to boost the morale of
unclassified users). Also suppose that S level users do
not need to have any belief about starship Eagle
represented by t8.
Given this situation, the interpretation of the
relation in Figure 1 is somewhat ambiguous. The
interpretation from the S point of view is as follows.
The interpretation of tl, t2, and t3 is straightforward.
They correctly represent the objectives and destinations
of starships Avenger, Atlantis, and Voyager. Tuples t4
and t5 are interpreted simply as lower level tuples.
Only if compared to t2 can t4 and t5 be interpreted as a
necessary duplication on the lower levels of the true
information contained in t2 (later we show that such
duplication, which would occur in any of the existing
models, is actually not necessary, and how it can be
avoided). Tuple t6 is also interpreted simply as a lower
level tuple. Only if it is compared to t3 can t6 be
interpreted as a cover story tuple on the lower level,
that contains false information about the objective of
the starship it describes. Tuples t7 and t8 are again
interpreted simply as lower level tuples. Even though
t7 does not correspond to any existing starship, an S
level user can not (in any of the existing models) assert
such a belief about t7. Therelbre, by viewing this
relation, such tuples can not be properly interpreted by
S level users. Moreover, it is also ambiguous how a C
level user should interpret most of this relation. And
even when a C level user decides how to interpret this
relation, most of that interpretation is not available to
an S level user. In simpler terms, an S level user does
not know "what a C level user thinks".
The
interpretation of tuples in Figure 1 is summarized by
the Table 1.
Table 1: Interpretation of tuples from Figure 1.
U level
C level
S level
tuple interpretation
interpretation
interpretation
tl
true
t2
true
t3
true
t4
true
true*
t5
true
true
*
true*
t6
true
?
cover story*
t7
true
?
?
t8
true
?
'?
"-" indicates tuples that are not visible
"?" indicates tuples whose interpretation is ambiguous
(*interpretation possible only if compared to other tuples)
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In this paper, we present an approach that provides
an unambiguous interpretation of MLS relations. Our
goal is to enable any user' to interpret unequivocally
every visible tuple, without having to compare it to any
other tuple, and to provide a user with insight into the
beliefs of all lower level users about every tuple visible
to them.

3. Interpreting Accessible Information
In order to unambiguously interpret MLS databases, we
first need to identify different beliefs that can be held
about intbrmation stored in MLS databases.
The
Smith-Winslett model [12] is based on a "believing in
your own level, seeing the levels below" semantics,
which is also known as belief based semantics. A finer
approach to this semantics, presented here, gives a
substantially greater amount of knowledge to the users
of the MLS relational database, and provides a
mechanism for unambiguous interpretation. In order to
expand the semantics of Smith-Winslett, we include the
concepts of true and false to define the interpretation of
a lower level tuple from a higher level.
In a belief based MLS relational database, where
TC indicates tuple classification and I indicates a user's
security clearance, the interpretation of the same level
tuple (where TC = /) is straightforward. Every user
with a security clearance l has the following belief
about every tuple classified on the security level 1 (TC =
l): "Every attribute value of a tuple from this level,
correctly represents a property of a real-world entity
described by this tuple".
The belief based MLS models (and all other
existing MLS models) do not consider the user's
interpretation of all of the lower level tuples (where TC
< l). We maintain that every lower level tuple should
and can be interpreted [8]. In our model every lower
level tuple can be interpreted by every higher level user
as one and only one of the tbllowing:
1) A lower level tuple can be interpreted by a higher
level user as a true lower level tuple. A user on the
higher level has the following belief about such a tuple:
"Every attribute value of this lower level tuple
correctly represents a property of a real-world entity
described by this tuple". In the existing models, due to
the lack of a mechanism for asserting beliefs about
lower level tuples, such a tuple is duplicated on the
higher level.
2) A lower level tuple can be interpreted by a higher
level user as a false lower level tuple. There are two
kinds of false lower level tuples:
(a) If a lower level tuple (TC< l) represents the same
entity as some other higher level tuple (TC = l), the
lower level tuple is interpreted by a higher level user as
a false tuple that represents a cover story [6, 11, 13] for
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the entity represented by the higher level tuple as well.
Every user on the higher level l has the following belief
about the cover story lower level tuple: "Some attribute
values of this lower level tuple incorrectly represent a
property of a real-world entity described by this
tuple". Cover stories can exist in most of the existing
models but they are hard to distinguish as such, unless
compared by the user to a higher level tuple.
(b) A lower level tuple can be interpreted by a higher
level user as false, even if it is not a cover story tuple.
Such a false tuple does not correspond to any real world
entity in the belief of the higher level subject, and
hence it is called a mirage tuple. Every user on the
higher level has the following belief about the false
mirage lower level tuple: "This tuple represents an
entity that does not exist in the real-world". The
concept of a mirage tuple is introduced here for the ftrst
time.
None of the existing models offers such
interpretation to the users, and yet they can all contain
such tuples.
3) A lower level tuple can be interpreted by a higher
level user as an irrelevant lower level tuple. Every
user on the higher level has the following belief about
the irrelevant lower level tuple: "This tuple represents
either an existing or a nonexistent entity, and this tuple
is not relevant for my understanding of the real-world".
Even though we assume that a higher level user can
recognize any lower tuple as a true tuple or false (cover
story or mirage) tuple, the higher level users do not
have to do so with every lower level tuple. Some
information may simply be extraneous for higher level
subjects.

3.1 Richer Set of Security Labels
In order to interpret all of the lower level tuples we
expand the set of security labels associated with the
attributes and tuples in the MLS database. We propose
a richer set of labels which utilizes the idea that
security labels can contain a list of levels [4]. The
purpose of this expanded set of security labels is to
provide a user with a comprehensive interpretation of
every part of every visible tuple. When the labels from
the richer set are used, a user is able to deduce his own
beliefs as well as beliefs of all lower level users about
every visible tuple. Such interpretation is not possible
with the regular (simple) set of security labels.
We assume totally ordered security levels, since the
additional implementation details that would be
necessary in order to accommodate partially ordered
security levels would not contribute to the
understanding of the new concepts introduced here.
However, the approach we describe here, can be easily
expanded to include partially-ordered security levels.
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We can describe the richer set of labels (rsl) with
the following regular expression:

I rsi := (I)+ (minus (I)+ plus (I)+) * (minus (i) + )?

I

where * means 0 or more, + means 1 or more, ? means
0 or 1, ! indicates a simple label (single security level),
minus indicates "-" symbol, plus indicates "+" symbol,
and every simple label ! on the left is strictly dominated
by every simple label i on the right.
The number of possible labels increases with
the number of levels according to the following
formula:

Pn " number of possible richer labels for n linearly
(totally) ordered security levels
ifn = 1

Pn = 1

if n > 1

Pn = 3 * (Pn.1) + 1
n

therefore:

Pn-

3

" 1

2
In our previous example for three totally ordered
security levels, c 1 = U, c 2 = C and c 3 = S, existing
MLS models allow for only three security labels: U, C
and S. For the same environment, our richer set of
labels necessitates 13 labels shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2~ Richer set of security labels:
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The description and the meaning of the labels shown in
Figure 2 are as follows. The first letter (denoted in
boldface) indicates the security level at which the tuple
or attribute value was inserted. Such a level is called
the primary level of that tuple or attribute. Information
is implicitly believed to be true by the primary level
users. We define a function pl(L) that extracts the
primary level of a richer security label L. For example
pI(UC-S) = U, or pI(CS) = C.
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While the letters that follow the first letter of the
label indicate the security levels where the labeled
information was not created, users on those levels do
have a belief about labeled information. Such levels are
called secondao' levels. Letters that are not preceded
by the "-" symbol indicate the secondary levels where
the information is believed to be true. The letters
following the "-" symbol indicate the secondary levels
where the information is believed to be false. The
letters that follow the "+" symbol indicate the levels
where the information is believed to be true, and the
same information is believed to be false at some lower
secondary level. If security levels, higher than a
primary level, are not represented in a label, subjects at
those levels have no belief about the labeled
information (the information is irrelevant on those
levels). The levels below the primary level have no
knowledge, and therefore no belieI, about the labeled
information.
In order to extract a belief held by an l level user
about information labeled by a richer label L, we define
a function level's belief. Ib(l, L). For example: lb(S, UCS) = -S indicates false information according to an S
users' belief; Ib(C, US) = O indicates irrelevant
information for C users; and lb(C, UC-S) = C indicates
true information according to a C users' belief.
A user on a specific level can see only the
components of the label that describe the levels
dominated by the user's level. Hence, instead of seeing
the entire label, a user is able to see only his level's
view of a label. For example: if a tuple is labeled U-S,
U is the primary level of that label and a U user sees the
label as U. A C user sees the label as U as well. S is a
secondary level of that label and an S user sees the label
as U-S. If the primary level of a label is higher than
the user's level, the labeled information is not visible to
that user. That fact is illustrated by empty entries in
Figure 2.
The labels provide the user with expanded
information about the data at lower levels and the
beliefs of users at lower levels. For example, label 2 in
Figure 2 indicates unclassified information that is
believed true on the secret level, while the classified
level views it as irrelevant information.
Label 6
indicates unclassified information that is believed true
on the classified level and believed false on the secret
level. Label 9 indicates unclassified intbrmation that is
believed false on the classified level and believed true
on the secret level.
4. Example
The example in Figure 3 illustrates how tuples from the
MLS relation Starships extended by the richer set of
labels are interpreted by users from different security
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levels. The interpretation of any tuple on any level
(illustrated by Table 2) is straightforward and it does
not require comparison with other tuples. If all the
security labels within a tuple are true on a certain level,
the tuple is interpreted as true on that level. If all the
classification labels within a tuple are false on a certain
level, the tuple is interpreted as a mirage tuple on that
level. If, within a tuple, TC is labeled false and KC is
labeled true on a certain level (while other attributes are
labeled either true or false), the tuple is interpreted as a
cover story on that level. And finally, if no attributes
are labeled on a certain level, that tuple is interpreted
as irrelevant on that level. In [9] we describe why no
other combination of labels is possible.
Figure 3: MLS relation Starships with expanded labels

(indirectly asserted beliefs). The user may explicitly
verify a tuple by using the VERIFY command. The
automatic verification process is a consequence of
update, delete, and explicit verification in certain cases.
The VERIFY command is used for the explicit
verification of a lower level tuple by a higher level user
and has the following form:
VERIFY (TRUE I FALSE) R
WHERE
P
where R is an MLS relation, and P is a select condition.
Explicit verification occurs when a higher level user
recognizes a mirage tuple (VERIFY FALSE) or a true
lower level tuple (VERIFY TRUE). The following
restriction is placed on explicit verification.
Explicit Verification Constraint:

V t ~ R, VERIFY (TRUE I FALSE) t is accepted iff."
Otherwise the
operation is rejected.
In other words, a user on a specific level, can not
explicitly verify (as true or false) tuples that are already
verified on the user's level, and can not verify the
higher level tuples that are not visible to the user.
Therefore, only non-verified lower level tuples that
satisfy the WHERE clause will be explicitly verified by
the VERIFY command. For every tuple that was
explicitly verified by a user, all other lower level tuples
that represent the same entity must be verified as well.
The verification of those tuples is automatic, as a
consequence of explicit verification.
When a user at level l recognizes a non-verified
lower level tuple as a mirage tuple, all other lower level
tuples that represent the same (non-existing) entity
must be recognized mirage tuples as well since they
represent the same entity. For each non-verified lower
level tuple that satisfies the WHERE clause of the
VERIFY FALSE command, all classification attributes
are labeled as false on level l by this command. In
addition to explicit verification, automatic FALSE
verification at level l of all other non-verified lower
level tuples which represent the same (non-existing)
entity is also triggered.
When a user at level l recognizes a non-verified
lower level tuple t T as a true tuple, all other lower level
tuples that represent the same entity are recognized as
cover story tuples for that entity. For each tuple that is
being explicitly verified by the VERIFY TRUE
command, this command causes all the classification
attributes to be labeled true at the user's level l. In
addition to this explicit verification, automatic
verification of all other non-verified lower level tuples,
that represent the same entity as the newly explicitly
verified tuple, is triggered. The TC of those tuples will
be labeled as false at level l. The classifications of the

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i : : !i~:iilliiiiiliilii!iir~j~iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!iiiii!iiii!i!i
:::::::::::::::::::::::~iii~iiiiiii
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i~ii!i!ilili
::......................
::::::::
pl(t[TCl) < l and lb(l, t[TC1) = ~.
tl
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6

Avenger
~tlantis
Voyager
Voyager
Falcon
Eagle

S
UCS
US
US
U-S
U

Shipping
Diplomacy
Spying
Training
Exploration
Patrolling

S
UCS
S
U-S
U-S
U

Pluto S
Vulcan UCS
Mars US
Mars US
Venus U-S
Degoba U

S
UCS
S
U-S
U-S
U

Tuples that are true on more than one level do not
have to be duplicated, as is the case in Figure 1. In
addition, users are aware of lower level interpretations
as well. For example, an S level user interprets t5 as a
mirage tuple, and he also knows that a C level user
interprets the same tuple as irrelevant and a U level
user interprets the same tuple as true.
Table 2: Interpretation of tuples from Figure 3
tuple

U level
interpretation

C level
S level
interpretation
interpretation
t1
true
t2*
true
true
true
t3
true
t4
true
irrelevant
cover story
t6
true
irrelevant
mirage
t5
true
irrelevant
irrelevant
~'-" indicates tuples that are not visible
(*t2 did not have to be triplicated as in Figure 1)

5 Asserting Beliefs
A tuple is always believed to be true by the users on the
primary level of the tuple when l = pl(TC), where l is
the user's security level. However, a mechanism for
asserting beliefs within a multilevel relation R is
necessary in order to document the beliefs of the higher
level users about lower level tuples (~/t ~ R, where
pl(t[TC]) < l) as either true or false. We call the
process of asserting beliefs about lower level tuples: the
verification process. The verification process can be
either explicit (user asserted beliefs) or automatic
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attributes that have the same values as the
corresponding attributes of tT will be labeled as true at
level I. The classification of those attributes that have
different values from tT will be labeled false.
Verify Example
Suppose an S user recognizes t2 from the following
relation R as a true tuple.
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